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	Windows 8 provides a new and exciting platform for developers. This coming version of Windows promises to

	run on new hardware, such as tablets, as well as existing laptops and desktops. Microsoft has developed a new

	layer for accessing and leveraging system resources, including the operating system services. The new Windows

	Runtime (WinRT) is this layer.

	Windows 8 application development is an exciting topic these days. Windows 8 introduces WinRT, the API for accessing the operating system and the underlying hardware where Metro applications run. WinRT can be accessed through multiple development languages, including C++, .NET languages and JavaScript. Developers from all backgrounds can use their skills to build beautiful and fast Windows 8 applications. 


	Author Michael Mayberry takes you through a quick overview of this new addition in WinRT Revealed and will get you started quickly in developing Windows 8 applications in this new environment. Written at a brisk space and a no-nonsense style, you'll find exactly what you need to understand what's different in WinRT compared to what you know, and pointers on how to develop solid WinRT applications even before Windows 8's release.


	What you’ll learn

	
		What WinRT is
	
		How to access WinRT
	
		How to create WinRT components
	
		Best practices for UI programming



	Who this book is for


	This book reaches out to all developers who are interesting in creating Windows 8 applications, for both consumers and enterprise. Microsoft’s introduction of a new runtime framework in WinRT raises questions. This book aims to answer those questions and prepare developers for building apps for Windows 8.


	Table of Contents

	
		Introducing WinRT
	
		Building WinRT Components
	
		Building a .Net App With WinRT
	
		Reaching Beyond the App
	
		WinRT Resources
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Visual C++(r).NET Developer's GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2002

	This is the hard-core resource for serious developers. Coverage includes ADO, ADO+, Acrive Directory, Security, trheads, attributed programming, ATL, web forms, and a complete overview of integration with the .NET platform....
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Mobile 3D Graphics SoC: From Algorithm to ChipJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	The first book to explain the principals behind mobile 3D hardware implementation, helping readers understand advanced algorithms, produce low-cost, low-power SoCs, or become familiar with embedded systems


	As mobile broadcasting and entertainment applications evolve, there is increasing interest in 3D graphics within the...
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SAPscript Made Easy 4.6Johnson Printing Service, 2000
This guidebook (known as Printout Design Made Easy until Release 3.1H) helps reduce consulting time in development and modification of SAPscript forms. The book explains in an intuitive step-by-step manner how to do most common task (like moving/adding fields, printing bar codes and/or company logos etc.). These task help adapt forms quicker and...
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Beyond 401(k)s for Small Business OwnersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
The ultimate reference on compensation for small business owners
Beyond 401(k)s for Small Business Owners presents strategies for reducing taxes, planning for your retirement, and rewarding high-performing employees. Expert advice from attorney and CPA Jean Sifleet will help small business owners maximize their own rewards and create an...
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Beginning EJB in Java EE 8: Building Applications with Enterprise JavaBeansApress, 2018

	
		
			
				
					
						Build powerful back-end business logic and complex Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB)-based applications using Java EE 8, Eclipse Enterprise for Java (EE4J), Web Tools Project (WTP), and the Microprofile platform. Targeted at Java and Java EE developers, with or without prior EJB experience, this...
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How to Cheat in Photoshop Elements 9: Discover the magic of Adobe's best kept secretFocal Press, 2010

	While many Photoshop Elements users are content with using the software for correcting exposure, sharpening edges and removing unwanted objects from their photographs, there's a whole world of opportunity out there for creating fun photomontages, powerful panoramas and dynamic distortions just waiting to be discovered.


	How to...
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